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REWARDS

Users will receive a digital wallet that automatically and securely stores their data and collects their points. ReChain
presents this data anonymously to our partners through a marketing portal with deep machine learning, allowing them
to plan, test and scale campaigns that deliver unprecedented accuracy.

Publishers will engage ReChain to increase their targeting capabilities, delivering messages that are more meaningful.

“

Blockchain isn’t just the future, it’s
the now. As a technology, it is ideal for
ReChain’s business model, but what
makes this such a strong offering, is
that Blockchain is being applied in the
right way - to enhance and facilitate the
platform, not as an add-on. The team
has really built something solid that is
dynamic and exponential.

“

Data is the future. Loyalty programs
are the life blood of relevant high quality
data on your community. Rechain will
power a universal loyalty marketplace
thatwill benefit both merchants and
customers. It’s a win-win for everyone.
SCOTT SASSA

”

”

Former Executive at GE, Kleiner Perkins & Hearst Entertainment

C. EDWARD CARTER

Former Head of Investment Banking at Banc of America and Deutsche Bank Securities

With a fixed-point value and access to deep data on millions of users, brands will be able to engage ReChain as the
ultimate marketing portal. Whether as a full service loyalty program or to augment their other activities, ReChain will
be able to meet their needs.
And by leveraging Ethereum’s Smart Contract system, all transactions will be tracked transparently on the blockchain,
allowing user loyalty to finally be recognized and redeemed in a way that is beneficial to all.
Ethereum is a decentralized network of computers with two basic functions.
•

A blockchain that can record transactions

•

A virtual machine that can produce smart contracts.

•

Smart contracts are used to create ERC-20 tokens. They are also used to facilitate transactions of tokens, and
record balances of tokens in an account.

•

ERC-20 tokens are tokens designed and used solely on the Ethereum platform. They follow a list of standards
so that they can be shared, exchanged for other tokens, or transferred to a crypto-wallet.

ReChain will transform loyalty programs into the ultimate acquisition, engagement and retention tool.
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While users earn points for everything from basic web activities to specific, brand activated offers, a portion of the
points awarded will be passed on to Non-Profits through built-in giving tools, building trust, and delivering the social
impact Millennials and Gen Zs demand.

PLAN

Unlike many other programs, ReChain points will maintain a constant value, allowing users to feel safe in their rewards,
and brands to always know the value within the system.

PEOPLE

ReChain will redefine the loyalty and rewards market by offering security, simplicity, transparency and social impact to
users and partners. In building a decentralized loyalty platform, ReChain allows brands to reach a broader audience,
with offers tailored to the individual, while at the same time managing user data in a way that incentivizes them to
share, share often, and share honestly.

SOLUTION

ReChain is a customer acquisition, engagement and retention platform
utilizing blockchain technology, that functions the way a loyalty program
should, by providing massive benefits to members and brands alike.

OVERVIEW

MEET RECHAIN

2.

Customer loyalty leads to profits. Increasing customer retention by just 5% boosts profits by 25-95%, according to
the advisory firm Bain & Co.

3.

Highly-engaged customers buy 90 percent more often and spend 60 percent more per transaction, according to
the Rosetta Consulting study.

4.

Customer engagement leads to customer retention. Research by Rosetta Consulting found that engaged customers
are five times more likely to buy only from the same brand in the future.

5.

Brands that increased their spending on customer retention over the past one to three years drove a 200% higher
chance of growing their market share (Forbes/Sailthru)

Unfortunately, brands are not leveraging their loyalty programs as effectively as they could. Users allow $100 billion
worth of points every year to go unredeemed. There is clearly a disconnect between how companies are offering loyalty
programs, and the needs and wants of consumers .
Since users are engaging in less than half of their memberships, 10’s of billions of dollars are being spent with nothing
to show for it.

How Loyalty Programs Currently Work

76 percent of consumers see loyalty programs as a reflection of the
relationship they have with brands. This means that consumer loyalty is
defined by a brand’s ability to recognize and reward users for taking the
right actions.
There are 5 types of loyalty programs most popular among brands:
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According to The Harvard Business Review, acquiring a new customer is between 5 to 25 times more expensive
than retaining an existing one.

PLAN

1.

PEOPLE

This rapid growth is primarily a result of the loyalty industry’s focus on customer retention. The following exemplifies
these initiatives that are leading to the loyalty industry doubling in short order

SOLUTION

There are 3.3 billion loyalty program memberships in the U.S alone—with
an average of 29 per household, contributing to a loyalty industry that has
been estimated to be worth half a trillion dollars and and is expected to
double within 5 years.

OVERVIEW

THE MARKET

Point programs reward users for taking certain actions—usually based around the user performing
an action. 73% of all loyalty programs are points based, allowing consumers to accumulate a “virtual
currency” in exchange for their loyalty.

OVERVIEW

PROGRAM #1: POINT PROGRAMS

Examples include: Capital One Credit Cards and Mileage Plus Rewards.

Tiered programs are hierarchical. They incentivize users with a ladder of achievements, gamifying the
consumers loyalty and reward them with increasingly greater rewards. For example, consumers can
unlock gifts, titles, badges, discounts, and more, based on their constant engagement with the brand.

PEOPLE

PROGRAM #2: TIERED PROGRAMS

SOLUTION

Points Programs, although popular, are typically difficult to navigate due to fluctuating values,
complicated redemption and limited options. These challenges to users have caused brands to
struggle with applying the right resources to get the desired return of keeping users more engaged
and satisfied.

Examples include: Starbucks, Sephora and Hilton Honors are all examples of tiered programs.

Spend Programs reward users solely for the amount of money they spend with a specific business.
The primary metric here is dollars spent, as opposed to, more generally branded engagement as with
Points Programs
Examples include: Macy’s Store Card, Hertz Car Rental, and Best Buy are all examples of this
approach.
Although there is a clear link between the action and the reward, there is little understanding of the
user’s motivation, and no way to activate the user outside of an offer to save money. Any discount to
such a person is just lost margin, as data and engagement are removed from the equation.

PROGRAM #4: PAID PROGRAMS
Paid Programs incentivize users to pay a monthly premium in order to access rewards, discounts,
content, premium services, and more. The idea here is to give customers the feeling of exclusivity, by
making the advantages of membership well worth the monthly or yearly investment.
Examples include: Amazon Prime, GameStop and Barnes & Noble all employ programs that require a
payment to receive special benefits.
The secondary benefit is that these Paid Programs encourage repeat purchases or engagement. A
customer feels that since they’ve already paid for access, they might as well take full advantage.
Where these programs fall short however, is their difficulty in converting first-time customers. Once
a customer is a believer in your brand, they’ll consider upgrading to a paid, premium tier. But it’s the
initial loyalty most brands struggle with—and the step required in order to build a working, profitable
Paid Program.

PROGRAM #5: PUNCH PROGRAMS
Punch Programs have been around forever. From incentivizing customers to return back to the same
ice cream shop, or buy train rides in bulk, Punch programs reward customers for buying the same
type of product or service. With each purchase, customers earn “punches,” typically on a cardboard
card.Once a certain number of punches has been received, the customer is rewarded with that same
product or service, free of charge.
Examples include:Subway, Menchies, Pink Berry and many other food and beverage establishments
take this approach.
The concept of Punch programs isn’t as much broken, as it is outdated. Today’s consumers don’t have
the patience to keep a physical punch card in their purse or wallet. And most small to medium-sized
businesses don’t have the ability to create their own efficient technologies to reward their customers.
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PROGRAM #3: SPEND PROGRAMS

PLAN

Tiered Programs usually encompass a points system and can be powerful tools, but are rarely
maximized by being focused on the individual.n other words, it’s a game of solitaire instead of
a Massive Multiplayer Online game. Users are not being encouraged to perform against the top
customers, but instead against themselves.

OVERVIEW

Market Challenges

SOLUTION
PEOPLE

Over 100 billion dollars worth of points go unused every year. This is a
symptom of loyalty programs not delivering for both the user and the
programs themselves. ReChain addresses the i problems faced by all
parties to make rewards more efficient and more effective and thus,
unifying this half a trillion dollar market

PLAN
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VALUE OF THE
LOYALTY & REWARDS
MARKET 2019

POINTS PURCHASED
EVERY YEAR BY
BRANDS AND USERS

ESTIMATED
UNREDEEMED P
 OINTS
EVERY YEAR

BILLION

BILLION

BILLION

Rewards Program Provider
PROBLEM #1: FOCUS
For most brands, loyalty and rewards programs are an additional expense or loss of margin Resources
applied to these programs internally by brands have mostly had a negative impact on other areas of
a brand’s business such as manufacturing, staffing or new product development. In most cases, this
leads brands to implement loyalty and rewards programs not based on the greatest return, but the
least expense.
Of all U.S. companies with loyalty programs, 64 percent admit their data collection, customer sign up,
and personalization efforts need to be improved.
This creates a disconnect for the 73 percent of consumers who feel a loyalty program should be about
them, not the brand. If a loyalty program isn’t making users happy, it’s doing the opposite.
This shows the dramatic opportunity for reinvention in this space from a technological level, removing
the siloed efforts and replacing them with the latest and most effective tools.

PROBLEM #2: THE DATA DEBATE
Loyalty programs should be the source of the highest valued customer data that a company can
obtain, yet only 16% of marketers viewed the information they received from these programs as truly
valuable. The majority of users feel uncomfortable supplying information, because they are unsure of
how it will be used. SImply put, these programs are delivering poor data, are under-resourced to draw
conclusions from the data, and they are alienating their customers by collecting it.
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SOLUTION

With sharing data always comes the question of trust. 43 percent of U.S. consumers are more likely to
shop with companies that provide personalized experiences—as long as their data isn’t compromised.
And while an astonishing 31 percent see significant value in services that intuitively learn about
their consumer wants and needs over time, 92 percent of U.S. consumers believe companies should
prioritize protecting their personal information. This shows an exciting opportunity to leverage the
blockchain to bring a new level of trust and transparency to the world of user and brand loyalty. The
overwhelming majority would prefer a third party handle their data, removing the concerns altogether.

OVERVIEW

PROBLEM #3: SECURITY

PROBLEM #4: DISSATISFACTION

PROBLEM #6: LOST OPPORTUNITY
If users want a personalized experience, and engaged users are the most valuable customers, then
creating a dissatisfying experience is actually reducing revenue. A strong rewards program can also be
used to acquire and engage users, meaning that the compounded negative effect of rewards program
can be hurting the business even beyond its cost.

Rewards Program Member
PROBLEM #1: IMPERSONAL
Most offers delivered through loyalty and rewards programs are just as generic as the mass marketed
options, which is the opposite of what users are asking for. In fact, only 20% of users polled felt they
received help in getting the most out of their experience, while 76% said they would do more business
with a company if it provided a personalized experience.

PROBLEM #2: COMPLICATED
Most loyalty programs are not designed with the user in mind. Layers of bureaucracy, difficulty in
understanding point values, and shifting rules create friction.

PROBLEM #3: LIMITED OPTIONS
Because most systems are built internally, rewards tend to also be internal, and focused on the
company’s margin, rather than the needs or wants of the customer. Since satisfied customers deliver
a significant return on investment, putting their needs first is always more likely to deliver results.
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Brands that want to encourage new consumers to sign up for their loyalty programs, or even return
back to their sites or platforms to spend time, are often reliant upon programmatic advertising.
Unfortunately, nearly half of all programmatic advertising is fraudulent, meaning brands struggle to
effectively reach, engage, convert, and track consumers through their paid efforts.

PLAN

PROBLEM #5: FRAUDULENT PROGRAMMATIC ADVERTISING

PEOPLE

Even when brand loyalty programs are in place, 25 percent of consumers do not have positive
experiences because companies regularly fail to recognize them as past or current customers. When
you consider over half of all loyalty programs go unused, it is clear that the result of most loyalty
programs are the opposite of the program’s goals of personalization and retention.

Earning enough rewards takes too long, leading to decreased engagement. Not only do users not want
to wait to earn, they don’t want to wait to redeem, preferring the ability to take action digitally to
receive immediate gratification.

Process often designed for the brand benefit, not the member, making it difficult for the customer
to feel loyalty. At the same time, 73 percent of consumers say loyalty programs should be a way for
brands to show how loyal they are to them.

PLAN

In the digital age, users want to access and earn rewards via their devices. Creating and managing
these expectations are difficult for a brand, leading to poor results, with 65% of users saying they
use less than half of their memberships. As a result, there is an enormous gap between the desire
customers have to participate in loyalty programs, with well over 80% wanting to belong, and wanting
to share about their participation, and the amount of them that end up enjoying their experience
experience.

PEOPLE

PROBLEM #6: ACCESS

SOLUTION

PROBLEM #5: TARGET

OVERVIEW

PROBLEM #4: TIME

AKNOWLEDGEMENTS

THE RECHAIN PLATFORM

Platform Users
The ReChain platform is expected to create a mutually beneficial
ecosystem based on the loyalty exchange that occurs between several
user types: consumers, brands, advertisers, Non-Profits, and other relevant
parties.
The way we like to think about this exchange is: someone who should be rewarded for taking a loyal action is a User;
those who are offering a reward for that loyal action to take place is either a Brand or a Publisher, and those who
receive a donation as a result of a loyalty action is a Non-Profit.

PLATFORM #1: USERS
Are customers who possess ReChain digital wallets, and are being directed to take actions that allow
them to accrue loyalty points. Whether that means buying movie tickets, making multiple purchases
in the same month, or providing more of their personal information to their favorite social platform,
these are all actions Brands and Publishers can reward with ReChain points.
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Encompass all parties that benefit from offering a reward in exchange for a loyal action: Brands,
Publishers, and Non-Profits. Brands offer Users the ability to acquire loyalty points based on the
actions they are being directed to take.

Example 2: If a brand wants to increase engagement and retention on their website or app, they
can set reward amounts for actions and behaviors related to these goals - such as viewing and
commenting on a video or returning to the website or app a week after registration.

Encompass all parties that publish content, like a blog, vlog, or podcast, where Users and User Data
are used to generate advertising revenue.

PEOPLE

PLATFORM #3: PUBLISHERS

SOLUTION

Example 1: If a brand wants to increase user acquisition, they can set reward amounts for specific
actions—such as making a first time purchase during a promotional period, or sharing a discount link
on their social media profile to drive referral traffic.

OVERVIEW

PLATFORM #2: BRANDS

PLAN

PLATFORM #4: NON-PROFITS

By leveraging the Ethereum blockchain, ReChain will be able to provide a new level of transparency to Users, Brands,
Publishers and Non-Profits. No more managing 29 different loyalty programs. No more struggling to redeem points.
On the ReChain platform, one universal currency for loyalty will solve the most glaring pain points each individual
participant currently experiences:
1.

Users will finally be rewarded for actions that currently have no incentives tied to them—such as spending time
on sites that profit from showing these users paid advertising.

2.

Brands big and small will be able to deploy loyalty programs on the blockchain, allowing for more effective
tracking, faster redemption, and more trustworthy relationships with consumers.

3.

Advertisers will have the ability to reach highly targeted individuals who willingly provide their personal
information in exchange for tokens and more relevant, less intrusive ads.

4.

Non-Profits and other entities will finally move into the digital age, creating revenue streams by partnering with
brands that benefit from engaging users who want to be loyal to brands that have social-good initiatives.

Platform Users: Use case
ReChain’s system is built of several layers and components that will allow
Brands and Publishers to create and execute their loyalty and rewards
programs in near real time; Users to earn, redeem and donate; Non-Profits
to gain more donations and exposure; and will position ReChain as one of
the most reliable and sophisticated loyalty and rewards platforms.
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Encompass all parties that benefit from a donation from points earned by a loyal action. Users select
Non-Profits to donate 10% of their loyalty points to a cause they are excited about. For example,
if an User wants to donate to Homeless causes and the User selects National Alliance to End
Homelessness as their Non-Profit, then 10% of their earned points will automatically go to National
Alliance to End Homelessness.

OVERVIEW

User Use Case
SOLUTION

Users are consumers who possess ReChain digital wallets,
and are being directed to take actions that allow them to
earn, redeem and donate loyalty points.

PEOPLE
PLAN

Uma

Uma downloads the Re-chain
wallet onto her phone.

She creates a profile and selects a
Non-Profit to donate to from one
that already exists on the system.

Some actions that Uma might take
to earn points are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

As Uma earns points, she is
donating a percentage of those
points to her selected Non-Profit.

These points are earned and
donated in near real-time, within
minutes instead of days.

watch a Video ad,
share a blog post on her Social
media,
share additional personal
information from her profile,
login to the ReChain App 3 times
a week,
make a purchase during a
promotional period,
share a discount link on their
social media profile.

When Uma has earned enough
points, she can redeem these
points for products/experiences:

1.
2.
3.

Buy movie tickets
Buy a purse,
Stay at a hotel.

Users benefit from this because blockchain transactions improve tracking by creating a time-stamped immutable
record; provides reduction of point loss by expiration and fraud; and helps create near-real time redemption and
donation of points.
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Let’s take an User’s journey with Uma
utilizing the blockchain for earning, redeeming and donating points.

OVERVIEW

Brand Use Case
SOLUTION

Brands encompass all parties that benefit from offering a
reward in exchange for a loyal action.

PEOPLE
PLAN

Bill

“Bill” creates an account on the Re-chain
System on his desktop.

He fills out a company profile.

“Bill” selects various filters that he would like
to use, in order to target Users:

Once the campaign is created, then Rechain
points are purchased by “Bill” and ready for
Users to earn them.

•
•
•
•

Demographic
Psychographic
Geo-targeting
Interests categories.

Brands benefit from this because Users’ actions can be tracked in near real-time; blockchain transactions are
immutable, time-stamped and traceable which can help reduce fraud, double-spending, abuse and leakage; and
blockchain security is harder to hack, helping to reduce risk in the rewards system.
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Let’s take a Brand’s journey with Bill utilizing the blockchain to create a rewards
campaign. Let’s say Bill wants to increase sales for Brand, Company X.

OVERVIEW
SOLUTION

Brand Use Case 2

PEOPLE
PLAN

Erica

Erica creates an account
on the Re-chain system
on her desktop as a
Brand.

She fills out a Brand’s
profile.

Then Erica gets a code
snip-it, similar to google
analytics, to put into her
site.

Erica”defines the actions
she wants Users to take
to engage on her site.

She defines what she will
reward if a user takes the
actions.

She defines the actions
that she would like for
the User to perform to
track, similar to hotjar.

When Users engage and
complete the actions
on her site, they earn
rewards points.

For example, if Erica
wants to increase signups, she can reward
people for signing up for
her website.

Brand’s looking for onsite engagement benefit from this because there is a direct correlation between actions and
points earned, which are held on the blockchain. There is a time-stamped, immutable record of the actions that
an User took on the site to earn rewards points, which gives Brands great insights into the cost of acquisition of a
customer.
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Let’s take another look at a Brand’s journey with Erica as she utilizes the
blockchain to increase engagement for core actions on her site.

OVERVIEW
PEOPLE

Publishers encompass all parties that publish content, like
a blog, vlog, podcast, where ads are used to make revenues;
and all parties that benefit from more engagement and
retention on their website.

SOLUTION

Publisher Use Case

PLAN

Let’s take a Publisher’s journey with Paul, a publisher utilizing the blockchain
to maximize advertising revenue for their content site.

Paul creates an account on the
Re-chain system on his desktop as
a publisher.

He fills out a Publisher’s profile.

Then Paul gets a code snip-it,
similar to google analytics, to put
into his content site.

As Users visit Paul’s site, their
impressions are measured.

As a part of the ReChain system,
Users agree to have their ad
blockers turned off.

Paul notices that his ad revenue
increases because of the additional
data that the ad networks are
receiving from ReChain Users.

Publishers (Publishing) benefit from this because Users’ data can be directly correlated to the increase in ad revenue.
Users data is validated with the blockchain, which give the system a level of trust. Publishers can request more or less
data with the full transparency of the blockchain.
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Bill

OVERVIEW

Non-Profits encompass all parties that benefit
by a donation from a loyal action.

SOLUTION

Non-Profit Use Case

PEOPLE
PLAN

Let’s take a Non-Profit’s journey with “Nina” utilizing the blockchain
to receive a donation. Let’s say “Nina” wants to increase donations.

“Nina” creates an account on the Re-chain
System on her desktop as a Non-Profit.

She fills out a Non-Profit profile.

Then, “Nina” Non-Profit is selected by Users
to receive a donation.

Monthly ReChain points are donated to the
Non-Profit by converting the points into fiat
money.

Non-Profits benefit because blockchain transactions are immutable, time-stamped and traceable which can help trace
who has been donating to a Non-Profit; and blockchain security is harder to hack, helping to reduce risk of donating
the points to the Non-Profit.
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Nina

SOLUTION
PEOPLE

The ReChain platform is a comprehensive data-driven platform designed
to solve several existing user experience, security, acquisition, engagement,
retention, and monetization problems that Brands, Publishers, Non-Profits,
and Users experience today. It consists of several platform components
within the ReChain ecosystem.

OVERVIEW

Platform Users: Platform components

PLAN

Digital wallet
USER WALLET: Allows Users’ profile information to be securely stored and shared in order to allow relevant offers
and ads.
Allows points earned, points redeemed, points donated, tracking of balances and points for wallet subscription.

BRAND WALLET: Allows campaigns creation, the purchase of ReChain Points with Rechain Tokens to fund campaigns,
the ability to Track Campaign Progress, and Track Redemption Activity and Currency Conversion.
PUBLISHER WALLET: Allows discovery of advertising revenue generated by ReChain Users, points tracking, and
redemption reporting.

NON-PROFIT WALLET: Tracks point donations by Users.
Allows point conversion into fiat money for donation; and discovery of User’s actions for donations.

Rechain Tokens
ReChain Token facilitates payment for purchasing ReChain Points. This is the only way to purchase ReChain Points that
allow Brands to fund a campaign on the ReChain platform

Rechain Points
ReChain Points are the universal currency used to fund all Brand campaigns, reward Users, payout Publisher revenue
share, and donate to Non-Profits.

ReChain Marketing Portal for Brands
Allows Brands to create, implement, and measure campaigns designed to deliver results based on their specific
business goals.
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The wallets allow a wide variety of actions depending on the type of wallet including campaign creation, campaign
funding, purchase of goods and services, earning and redemption activities, import and export of tokens, tracking of
balances, and currency conversion.

A snippet of code installed on a Brand or Publisher’s site in order to leverage the ReChain Ecosystem and Wallet.
•

ReChain Ad Curator Module for Publishers
•

Allows Publishers to improve ad targeting and reduce ad blocker and increase ad revenue.

•

ReChain Wallet Users visit participating Publisher sites and are immediately identified and the data they have
chosen to share is securely communicated to the Publisher’s ad server in order to serve the most relevant
ad impression possible.

ReChain Engagement Module for Brands
Allows Brands to define awarded actions or “bounties” related to User engagement and retention on the
Brand’s site.

ReChain Direct Offer Module for Publishers
Allows Publishers to display personalized ReChain offers to a ReChain User while they are on the Publisher’s
site using a Direct Offer ad unit that displays independently of the publishers other ad units giving publishers
the ability to earn ReChain Points if the ReChain User accepts an offer.

•

If a user is not a ReChain User, the Publisher will have the choice weather to show the Direct Offer Module as
a way to acquire the user so they start using ReChain.

Allows Users and Brands work together to create social impact by sending points to local, national and international
Non-Profits.

PRODUCT ARCHITECTURE

Smart Contracts and Workflows

Smart contracts will enable us to facilitate a solution
working flawlessly together with a decentralized trust, data
sharing and loyalty payments system between parties via
the blockchain.

BLOCKCHAIN

The number of smart contracts, detailed structure,
and functionality will be defined and finalized during
development.
To illustrate the intended functionality, we provide sample
workflowsillustrating the process of creating campaigns
for Brands and Publishers, earning & redeeming points for
Users, and how donations work for Non-Profits.

ERC-20
ReChain Coin

ERC-721
ReChain Points

COIN: POINTS

Conversion Ratio with Bancor Protocol
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ReChain Giving tools

PLAN

•

PEOPLE

•
•

SOLUTION
SOLUTION

•

OVERVIEW

ReChain SaaS Suite

TOKEN DEFINITIONS

•

ERC-721 is a free, open standard that describes how to build non-fungible or unique tokens on the
Ethereum blockchain. While most tokens are fungible (every token is the same as every other token), ERC721 tokens are all unique. Think of them like rare, one-of-a-kind collectables.

The wallet facilitates the purchase of goods and services, earning and redemption activities, import and export
of tokens, tracking of balances, and currency conversion.

•

As tokens live on both the blockchain and internally within the the ReChain Platform, our apps will maintain
features that incorporate the best of both worlds.

•

At any given time, the ReChain Wallet will enable functions such as: the issuance of loyalty points as ReChain
Token, the redemption of rewards through ReChain points, and the transmission of tokens to friends, family and
Non-Profits.

User Wallet
For Users, the ReChain wallet allows profile information to be stored, shared, points earned, points redeemed, points
donated, and points for wallet subscription.
Users download or log in to the wallet to create a profile (which includes tangential features, such as the Non-Profits
they would like to support). The User can determine how little or how much information they would like to share with
the ReChain platform. This allows for more targeted options to earn points through actions. The more information that
is shared with the platform, the more opportunities for an User to earn points.
Conversely, Points facilitate the purchase of goods and services, earning and redemption activities, import and export
of tokens, tracking of balances, and currency conversion. Users then pay a monthly subscription fee in ReChain points
for continuous use and access to the ReChain platform.
To illustrate the intended functionality, this is a sampleworkflowillustrating the process for an User:

EARNING RECHAIN POINTS:
Users interact with the ReChain platform through a wallet that displays the number of points that they have
earned, the type of item(s) they can redeem using their points, their history of earnings and redemptions, their
donation and donation history, as well as the conversion from points into fiat money.

Fiat money is currency that a government has declared to be legal tender, but it is not
backed by a physical commodity.
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ERC-20 tokens are tokens designed and used solely on the Ethereum platform. They follow a list of
standards so that they can be shared, exchanged for other tokens, or transferred to a crypto-wallet.

PLAN

•

•

•

PEOPLE

•

SOLUTION
SOLUTION

The ReChain platform uses a multi-token system of ERC20 and ERC 721
tokens in order to protect the rewards from fluctuations in the underlying
base ERC20 tokens. Much of the economic activity for the ReChain Token
(ERC20) and ReChain Points (ERC 721) takes place in the ReChain Wallet.

OVERVIEW

Rechain Wallet

•

Users will accumulate points by performing actions on the platform, as well as providing access to their data
to Brands and Publishers. The more data a User shares from their profile, the more points they may earn
performing an action.

•

Blockchain transactions record each earning transaction in points, creating an immutable record of what an
User has accumulated over time.

SOLUTION
SOLUTION

Each User who registers on the Rechain platform automatically receives a crypto-wallet with a unique
Ethereum-address. This wallet can be used for the receiving and sending of Ethereum, while serving as a
payment for goods or services within the Rechain Ecosystem.

OVERVIEW

•

REDEEMING RECHAIN POINTS:
Rechain Points are easy to redeem and easy to know what they can be redeemed for. An User will need to note
how many Rechain Points he or she wants to spend, and that amount will be reduced by the amount of points
available. The redemption formula is: Redemption = Total Points Available - Reward Purchase Amount.

•

A smart contract is introduced as middleware to hold the ReChain Points that are earned by an User.

PEOPLE

•

PLAN

THE MARKET CONVERSION FORMULAS ARE:

1 ReChain Token = 0.12 USD / (ETH/USD)

1 ReChain Token = (RWD/ETH)

Price (purchase time) based upon listing data / (ETH/
USD) Price (purchase time) based on listing data.

Price (purchase time) based on CoinMarketcap.com Data.

1 ReChain Point = 1 Rechain Token

1 ReChain Point = 1 Rechain Token

•

The ETH/USD price at a specified time will vary based on market conditions.

•

Once the ReChain Points are purchased, ERC-721 tokens are minted and their value does not change.

•

If an User wants to add points to their ReChain crypto-wallet, they can purchase ReChain Tokens and convert
them ReChain Points. This increases their points balance.
REDEEMING RECHAIN POINTS FOR PURCHASES:
The wallet with Rechain points is seamlessly integrated into the Rechain ecosystem in which Users can
redeem points for purchases from Brands and Publishers that would like their goods or services as rewards.
Users can choose the amount of ReChain Points they would like to redeem for their purchases. Once a
purchase happens, the points are subtracted from the total. The points are then credited to the Brand or
Publisher for conversion. Once the points are redeemed, they are burned and can not be used again. There is
a 2 way conversion process. Points are converted into Tokens. Tokens are then converted into Fiat money.
REDEEMING RECHAIN POINTS FOR RECHAIN TOKENS:
The wallet with Rechain Points is seamlessly integrated into our internal exchange mechanism. Users can
choose the amount of ReChain Points they want to redeem for Rechain Tokens. Users can then convert the
ReChain Tokens amount into ETH. This can be done via 3rd party exchanges.
REDEEMING RECHAIN POINTS FOR FIAT CURRENCY:
The wallet with Rechain points is seamlessly integrated into 3rd party exchanges and wallets. Users can
choose the amount of ReChain Points they would like to redeem for fiat currency. The User can then convert
Rechain tokens for Fiat currency once the ReChain tokens are available on exchanges.
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THE INITIAL CONVERSION FORMULAS ARE:

DONATING RECHAIN POINTS:
Users choose which Non-Profit they would like to donate to. If they initially do not choose an organization to
contribute to, one will be chosen for them based on geo targeting, or other Users related to their data. When
they redeem points for a purchase, 10% of the earned points are donated to the chosen Non-Profit.

SUBSCRIBING TO RECHAIN USER WALLET:

PLAN

R

BLOCKCHAIN

IN ECOSYST
HA
EM
C
E

ERC-721
User earn Points.

RE

CH

A I N WA L L

AKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Pay monthly subscription
(Points) for ReChain wallet
access.

Visits platform &
fills out profile.

USER
- Earn Points.
- Redeem Points.
- Donate Points.
- History.

PEOPLE

Rechain points are used in order to subscribe to the Rechain ecosystem. Users pay a monthly subscription fee
in ReChain points. This allows them unlimited access to the rechain platform, all of the reward programs and
wallet maintenance.

SOLUTION
SOLUTION

•

OVERVIEW

•

Donate to charity (Points).

REDEEM:
Convert to ERC-20 Token.

ET
REDEEM:
Flat Money.

REDEEM:
Product / Service.

For Brands, the ReChain Wallet allows campaigns creation, the purchase of ReChain Points with Rechain Tokens, the
ability to Track Campaign Progress, and Track Redemption Activity and Currency Conversion.
Brands download or log into the wallet to create a profile. Brands participate in the ReChain platform in one of two
ways:
1. Buy the ReChain tokens directly on the open market, or through a Smart Contract that maintains the liquidity of the
ReChain Token in the market. This allows a Brand to purchase a minimum number of points in order to host a Ala-Carte
campaign.
2. Subscribe to the platform via fiat money to gain access to additional data, analytics, charts, reports and User filtering
by paying a monthly subscription in fiat money. The Brand would need to purchase the Rechain Token in order to
participate in a rewards program.
Once a Brand selects their on-demand (one-time) or subscription level, they may begin to create their targeted
campaign. The total number of ReChain Token and ReChain Points needed to execute the campaign are displayed on
the dashboard. The Brand can then purchase the ReChain Points by purchasing the ReChain Token. ReChain Tokens
have a value at the time of execution, which will be tied to the price of ETH at the time.
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Publisher Wallet
For Publishers, the ReChain Wallet allows discovery of actions by Users, points tracking, tokenizing Ad slots, and
redemption reporting.

SOLUTION
SOLUTION

Publishers set up a wallet and create a profile. Once created, they place a code snippet on their site to participate in
the ReChain ecosystem. They also subscribe to the platform with Fiat money at one of 3 levels to purchase a certain
number of ReChain points. These points are earned by Users. This allows them to access to User’s data that have
opted-in to share. This gives Publishers better insights into the types of impressions and CPMs an User contributes to
their site.

PEOPLE

:

For Non-Profits, the ReChain wallet shows point donations by Users; points converted into fiat money for donation; and
discovery of User’s actions for donations.

Rechain Tokens and Points
Rechain Tokens
The Rechain Token will be an ERC-20 token on the Ethereum blockchain network.
•

All ReChain tokens are minted with a fixed market capitalization of 1,000,000,000 tokens.

Minting Tokens refers to the process of creating the actual crypto-token.
•

This number represents the sum of all Tokens circulating within the ecosystem.

•

This utility token will be divisible to 18 decimal places, which gives us the most accurate conversion between
the Rechain Token and the Rechain Points.

•

Internally, the ReChain Token functions to authorize access to the platform and facilitate payment for ReChain
Points needed by Brands to purchase a campaign on the ReChain platform; and by Publishers to improve
engagement, retention and CPMs.

•

Token holders will be able to check their ReChain token balance and transfer ReChain tokens to other
addresses, including exchanges.
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Each Non-Profit will be able to create a profile. Users choose Non-Profits when an User’s profile is created, and points
are donated to the designated Non-Profit while they are earned. Non-Profits will be able to receive their donation via
3rd Party fulfillment partners for cash on a monthly basis. The Non-Profits will be able to track via a dashboard the
Users who donated, total donations earned, and actions an User took for the donation.

PLAN

Non profit Wallet

ReChain Points are an ERC-721 token on the Ethereum network.
ERC-721 tokens are created one at a time.

•

ReChain Points are minted when the user earns the points and burned when the user redeems the points.

Point holders will be able to check their Balance, Redeem Points, Earn Points, Gift Points and Convert points to
Fiat.

•

The platform takes a small monthly “Points fee” for the use of the ReChain Wallet.

•

ReChain Points earned go to an User’s designated Non-Profit.

•

When an User creates a profile, they designate a Non-Profit to donate to, or one is recommended for them.

•

10% of the points earned goes to that Non-Profit.

•

ReChain Points can be redeemed for any goods and/or services in the ecosystem making it a Universal Point
with non-fungible value.

•

1 point = $0.01 USD.
Here is an example of the internal conversion from points to tokens.
•

Assume 1 ReChain Token = $0.10 USD, then 1 ReChain Token = 10 ReChain Points.

•

If the value of the ReChain Token is higher, then it can purchase more points. If the value of the ReChain
Token is lower, then it can purchase fewer points.

Internal Conversion
For the internal conversion from ReChain Points to ReChain Token, we will utilize the Bancor Protocol Contracts. This
is a simple, low-cost way to buy and sell tokens providing built-in convertibility directly through Smart Contracts,
allowing integrated tokens to be instantly converted for one another—without needing to match buyers and sellers in
an exchange.

Rechain Marketing Portal for Brands
ReChain’s Marketing Portal will allow Brands to create campaigns that
target specific types of Users. In order to gain access to the platform, the
Brand must create a profile and enter in search and filter criteria in order to
select Users for their campaign.
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This utility token will be divisible to 18 decimal places, which gives us the most accurate Rechain Points.

•

PLAN

•

PEOPLE

To “burn” a cryptocurrency, you send the cryptos to a verifiably unspendable
address. By doing this, the cryptos are taken out of circulation because they can’t
be used anymore, ever. The address can’t be accessed and can’t be used for
trades.

SOLUTION

•

OVERVIEW

Rechain Points

OVERVIEW

Marketing Portal Campaign
Creation and Activation
A Brand’s profile contains:
Name

•

Admin - Who created the profile

•

Brand Users - Additional Admins, Users who can access the profile

•

Info: Website, Linked-In, Type, Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

•

Company Size

•

Subscription Level

•

Company Goals - New User acquisition, current user retention, previous user re-engagement, promotion, etc.

PEOPLE

•

•

For example, a Brand must purchase $1,000 of ReChain Token in order to participate in the ecosystem.

•

A Smart Contract is then created that allocates the number of Points the Brand has purchased to be used in
their campaign.

•

The Marketing Portal accepts Brand’s Fiat currency and automatically converts it from ReChain Token to ReChain
Points.

2- Subscription-based Campaigns allow a Brand to purchase a certain amount of points to reach a certain type of User,
with the added benefit of enhanced reporting, filtering, data and analytics.
•

A Smart Contract is created that allocates the number of points the Brand purchased based upon their
subscription level and can use in their campaign.

•

The Marketing Portal accepts Brand’s Fiat currency and automatically converts it from ReChain Token to ReChain
Points.

There are 3 subscription levels:

LEVEL 3:
LEVEL 2:

Basic Campaign

Enhanced Campaign

The first level is for access to
campaign creation, targeting
and campaign history.

Level 1 features plus
analytics, basic reporting and
further targeting.

Basic Campaign
Level 1 and 2 features plus
enhanced reporting, richer
targeting, deeper analytics
and Artificial Intelligence/
Machine Learning capabilities.

Both types of campaigns are created by filtering User attributes (demographic, psychographic and actions) to select
the optimal number of Users. Once the filter is applied, the total number of ReChain Token and ReChain Points needed
to execute the campaign is displayed to the Brand via the Brand dashboard. The Brand can then purchase the ReChain
Points by purchasing the ReChain Token and execute the campaign as described above. .
To illustrate the intended functionality, here is an example workflowillustrating the purchase process for a Brand:
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1- Ala-Carte Campaigns allow a Brand to purchase a certain amount of points to reach a certain type of User.

PLAN

Profile creation is done off the blockchain and has traditional revenue models. There are 2 ways a Brand can participate
in the ReChain platform:

LEVEL 1:

SOLUTION

In order to see the different types of campaigns that are available, a Brand will be able to complete a business profile
on the network.

OVERVIEW

Purchase ReChain Points
to execute Campaign.

SOLUTION

Visit platform &
fills out profile.

PEOPLE

ERC-20
Token purchased and
changed into ReChain
Points.

RC-721
ReChain Points
purchased available
for Users to earn.

Marketing Portal Campaign Dashboard
A Brand is provided access to their dashboard in the form of a crypto-wallet with a unique Eth (Ethereum) address,
when prompted to create their first campaign. This dashboard allows Brands to define the actions and amount of
rewards a User can earn for the completion of each action—including the percentage of the purchase returned to Users
for referrals’ actions. The dashboard will also allow Brands to run, view, and print/export reports on the success of their
campaign:
•

Upcoming, Current, and Past Campaigns created and executed

•

Campaign Costs

•

Token/Point Purchase History

•

Campaign History

•

Favorite/Bookmarked Campaigns

•

Comparison of Campaign Types within Brand, within Brand Category, and Outside Brand Category.

•

Next Subscription Date/Time - if on a recurring subscription

•

Subscription Level (1st, 2nd, 3rd, or Ala-Carte Campaign)

•

Sorting/Filtering (types of demographic, psychographic and actions used for campaign targeting)

•

Access/Control/ User Management (Owner, Member, User of Account - Add, Edit, Update, Remove Users,
Account Authorization)

Further targeting includes:
•

Recommended Campaigns against other types of Brands

•

Recommended Campaigns based upon redemption patterns

•

Predicting Campaigns based upon redemption patterns

•

Predicting Campaigns based upon redemption patterns and points purchased
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Pay Monthly subscription (Points)
for ReChain Wallet Access.

PLAN

USER
- Earn Points.
- Redeem Points.
- Donate Points.
- History.

Some of the types of data that will be available:

•

Number of Campaign Participants

•

Number of Campaign Actions Completed

•

Number of Campaign Points Awarded

•

Number of Campaign Points Still Available

•

Campaign Conversion Rates (based on self selected KPI)

•

Point Redemption - % of awarded Users that have redeemed.

•

Point Redemption - Where awarded Points have been redeemed.

•

Point Redemption - Breakdown of User actions taken to Earn Points.

•

Comparison of Campaign Key Metric Results within Brand, within Brand Category, and Outside Brand Category.

•

Sorting/Filtering (types of demographic, psychographic and actions used for campaign targeting)

PEOPLE

•

SOLUTION

Once a campaign is completed by a Brand, they be provided detailed reporting on the effectiveness of campaign. This
information is displayed in several ways via the ReChain dashboard. The dashboard will also allow Brands to run, view,
and print/export reports on the success of their campaign.

OVERVIEW

Marketing Portal Campaign
Results and Reporting

ReChain Engagement and Retention (EaT)
Module for Brands
The EaT Module will allow Brands to define awarded actions or “bounties” related to user engagement and retention on
the Brand’s site.
This is done by allowing Brands to target segments of users, determine high value actions for them to take while on the
site, and award them with ReChain Points once these actions have been completed.
A Brand subscribes to one of 3 ecosystem levels:
•

Level 1: Basic Engagement and Retention Bounties: The first level is for access to bounty creation, targeting and
bounty history.

•

Level 2: Enhanced Bounties: Level 1 features plus analytics, basic reporting and further targeting.

•

Level 3: Smart Bounties: Level 1 and 2 features plus enhanced reporting, richer targeting, deeper analytics and
Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning capabilities.

For a subscription payment, Publishers receive:
•

A set number of points to offer Users to earn for rewards for their subscription payment.

•

A code snippet to place on their website to participate in the ReChain ecosystem. This helps to track the
actions of Users on their website.
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Rechain SaaS Suite

PLAN

*Additional needs for Campaign Creation, Activation, Dashboard, Targeting, Results, and Reporting will be continuously defined using
feedback from multiple pilot program partners.

OVERVIEW

A Brand’s profile contains:
Name

•

Admin - Who created the profile

•

Brand Users - Additional Admins, Users who can access the profile

•

Info: Website, Linked-In, Type, Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

•

Company Size

•

Code-snipit with unique tracking code

•

Subscription Level

•

Goals

SOLUTION

•

•

Sign up

•

Share content with a friend

•

Tweet a link

•

View a video

•

Return Visits to the Site

•

Click on an ad

•

Read a blog post

•

Turn off ad blocker

•

Share specific data.

AKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Bounty Examples:

PLAN

A Brand is provided access to their dashboard in the form of a crypto-wallet with a unique Eth (Ethereum) address,
when prompted to create their first bounty. A single action or series of actions can makeup a Bounty.

PEOPLE

ReChain Engagement and Retention (EaT)
Module for Brands

This dashboard allows Brands to define the actions and amount of rewards a User can earn for the completion of each
action. The dashboard will also allow Brands to run, view, and print/export reports on the success of their Bounty:
•

Upcoming, Current, and Past Bounties created and executed

•

Bounty Costs

•

Token/Point Purchase History

•

Bounty History

•

Favorite/Bookmarked Bounty

•

Comparison of Bounty Types within Brand, within Brand Category, and Outside Brand Category.

•

Next Subscription Date/Time - if on a recurring subscription

•

Subscription Level (1st, 2nd, 3rd)

•

Sorting/Filtering (types of demographic, psychographic and actions used for Bounty targeting)

•

Access/Control/ User Management (Owner, Member, User of Account - Add, Edit, Update, Remove Users,
Account Authorization)

Further targeting includes:
•

Recommended Bounty against other types of Brands

•

Recommended Bounties based upon redemption patterns

•

Predicting Bounties based upon conversion patterns

•

Predicting Bounties based upon conversion patterns and points purchased
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ReChain Engagement and Retention (EaT)
Results and Reporting

OVERVIEW

Once a bounty is started by a Brand, they be provided detailed reporting on the effectiveness of bounty. This
information is displayed in several ways via the ReChain dashboard. The dashboard will also allow Brands to run, view,
and print/export reports on the success of their bounty.

SOLUTION

Some of the types of data that will be available:
Sum of Bounty costs

•

Number of Bounty Participants

•

Number of Bounty Actions Completed

•

Number of Bounty Points Awarded

•

Number of Bounty Points Still Available

•

Average number of points earned per User

•

Bounty Conversion Rates (based on self selected KPI)

•

Point Redemption - % of awarded Users that have redeemed.

•

Point Redemption - Where awarded Points have been redeemed.

•

Point Redemption - Breakdown of User actions taken to Earn Points.

•

Comparison of Bounty Key Metric Results within Brand, within Brand Category, and Outside Brand Category.

•

Sorting/Filtering (types of demographic, psychographic and actions used for bounty targeting)

PEOPLE

•

PLAN

The Ad Curator Module will allow Publishers to show more effective ads to Users, reduce ad blocker usage, and
increase ad revenue.
This is done by allowing Publishers to target Users that have shared their information with the ReChain platform.
This allows the Publisher to pass on the User’s targeting information to Ad Platforms being utilized and helps with
the Publisher’s ability to account for the actions of an User with their content. With better targeting, a Publisher can
improve their CPM per User as well as allowing an agreement for revenue share with the User in exchange for these
critical actions.
A Publisher subscribes to one of 3 ecosystem levels:
•

Level 1: Basic User Account Information and Ad Blocker Off.

•

Level 2: Level 1 plus analytics, basic reporting.

•

Level 3: Level 1 and 2 plus enhanced reporting, deeper analytics and Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning
capabilities.

For a subscription payment, Publishers receive:
•

A set number of points to offer Users to earn for rewards for their subscription payment.

•

A code snippet to place on their website to participate in the ReChain ecosystem. This helps to track the
actions of Users on their website.

A Publisher’s profile contains:
•

Name

•

Admin - Who created the profile
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ReChain Ad Curator Module for Publishers

•

Info: Website, Linked-In, Type, Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

•

Company Size

•

Code-snipit with unique tracking code

•

Subscription Level

ReChain Ad Curator Dashboard

PLAN

Publisher dashboard consists of the following information:

PEOPLE

Publishers have their own dashboard to track the performance and history of Users that have earned rewards from
their site based on the revenue share due to increased advertising revenue.

SOLUTION

Publisher Users - Additional Admins, Users who can access the profile

OVERVIEW

•

Total Number of ReChain Ad Enhanced calls filled.

•

Total Number of ReChain No Targeting calls filled.

•

A “No Targeting” call is placed to gather a sample CPM to show publisher increase in CPM when ReChain Ad
Curator Module technology is applied to an ad call.

•

Cost in Fiat Currency owed to ReChain for Points Paid out to ReChain Users.

•

Total Number of ReChain User Visits

•

By Hour, Day, Week, and Month.

•

Individual Earnings for each ReChain User by page, ad CPM, and ad unit.

•

Average User CPM Month to Date.

ReChain Ad Curator Results and Reporting
Publishers will be provided detailed reporting on the effectiveness of the Ad Curator Module. This information is
displayed in several ways via the ReChain dashboard. The dashboard will also allow Publishers to run, view, and print/
export reports on the performance of the application of the Ad Curator.

Some of the types of data that will be available:
•

Sum of Bounty costs

•

Number of Participants

•

Number of Actions Completed

•

Number of Points Awarded

•

Number of Points Still Available

•

Average number of points earned per User

•

Bounty Conversion Rates (based on self selected KPI)

•

Point Redemption - % of awarded Users that have redeemed.

•

Point Redemption - Where awarded Points have been redeemed.

•

Point Redemption - Breakdown of User actions taken to Earn Points.

•

Comparison of Bounty Key Metric Results within Brand, within Brand Category, and Outside Brand Category.

•

Sorting/Filtering (types of demographic, psychographic and actions used for bounty targeting)
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•

SOLUTION

The Direct Offer Module will allow Publishers to display personalized ReChain offers to a ReChain User while they are
on the Publisher’s site using a Direct Offer ad unit that displays independently of the publishers other ad units giving
publishers the ability to earn ReChain Points if the ReChain User accepts an offer. If a user is not a ReChain User, the
Publisher will have the choice weather to show the Direct Offer Module as a way to acquire the user so they start using
ReChain.

OVERVIEW

ReChain Direct Offer Module for Publishers

A Publisher’s profile contains:

•

Admin - Who created the profile

•

Publisher Users - Additional Admins, Users who can access the profile

•

Info: Website, Linked-In, Type, Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

•

Company Size

•

Code-snipit with unique tracking code

PLAN

Name

Publishers have their own dashboard to track the number of Users that have viewed, clicked, and accepted direct
offers.
The dashboard allows Publishers to see the performance and history of the User’s actions on their site.
Publisher’s dashboard consists of the following information that can be viewed by hours, days, or months:

•

•

Impressions

•

Goal Completions

•

Direct Offer

•

Direct Offer

•

User Acquisition

•

User Acquisition

•

Total

•

Total

Unique Impressions

•

Points Earned

•

Direct Offer

•

Direct Offer

•

User Acquisition

•

User Acquisition

•

Total

•

Total

Clicks
•

Direct Offer

•

User Acquisition

•

Total

ReChain Ad Curator Dashboard
Publishers will be provided detailed reporting on the effectiveness of the Direct Offer Module. This information is
displayed in several ways via the ReChain dashboard. The dashboard will also allow Publishers to run, view, and print/
export reports on the performance of the application of the Ad Curator.
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ReChain Direct Offer Module for Publishers

•

PEOPLE

•

OVERVIEW

Some of the types of data that will be available:

•

Number of Direct Offers Completed

•

Number of User Acquisition Participants

•

Number of User Acquisition Completed

•

Number of Points Awarded

•

Direct Offer and User Acquisition Conversion Rates (based on self selected KPI)

•

Point Redemption - Breakdown of Direct Offers Completed to Earn Points.

•

Comparison of Direct Offer and User Acquisition Key Metric Results within Brand, within Brand Category, and
Outside Brand Category.

•

Sorting/Filtering (types of demographic, psychographic and actions used for targeting)

PEOPLE

Number of Direct Offer Participants

SOLUTION

•

PLAN

Social impact is a vital part of Millenial and Gen Z decision making. A recent
Nielsen global online study found that MIllennials continue to be most
willing to pay extra for sustainable offerings—almost three-out-of-four
respondents in the latest findings, up from approximately half in 2014.
The rise in the percentage of respondents aged 15 - 20 (Gen Z) who are willing to pay more for products and services
that come from companies who are committed to positive social and environmental impact was also strong—up from
55% in 2014 to 72% in 2015.
ReChain’s Giving Tool allows Non-Profits to benefit from all points earned by Users while keeping Users and Brands
continuously engaged in Socially Responsible actions.
This also allows Brands to promote social causes at-will, with no additional resources required from them.
Non-Profits have to register for the platform and create a profile for an User to find them. ReChain’s partnership with
Funraise.io (see below) will make 500 Non-Profits available for Users to choose from at launch, immediately putting the
ReChain platform in front of 30MM potential users.

A Non-Profit’s basic profile contains:
•

Name

•

Admin - Who created the profile

•

Non-Profit Users - Additional Admins, Users who can access the profile

•

Info: Website, Linked-In, Type, Social Media (Facebook, twitter, instagram)

•

Company Size

•

Company Description

•

Cause (Category)

•

Goals and Milestones
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ReChain Giving Tool for Non-Profits

To illustrate the intended functionality, here is an example workflowillustrating the donation process for a Non-Profit:

SOLUTION

This partnership also reduces the platform infrastructure development requirements on ReChain, by making use of
existing technology, and data analytics.

OVERVIEW

ReChain has established a partnership with Funraise.io for the purpose of making it’s hundreds of Non-Profits available
for ReChain customers to donate to, by providing an API to integrate and populate any of the Non-Profit’s basic profile
information that is required. Once a Non-Profit is added to our platform that is currently affiliated with Funraise.io, they
can be easily added to the Funraise.io platform, for in-depth analytics on donor trends and fundraising metrics.

PEOPLE
PLAN

RECHAIN
ECOSYSTEM
Visits platform &
fills out profile.

ERC-20
Points convert to
ReChain Coin.

RECHAIN PARTNER

RECHAIN WALLET

BLOCKCHAIN
On Chain

Charity gains access to:
- Users donations.
- Reports.
- Analytics.

ReChain coin converts to flat
payment which is fulfiled
through 3º party partners
charity site.

To donate ReChain Points to a Non-Profit: The crypto-wallet with ReChain points is attached to a Smart
Contract that accumulate and holds the amount that is donated.
•

Participating Non-Profits will include the client base of Funraise.io, reaching over 30 million subscribers,
covering over 500 major organizations.

•

Distributions to the Non-Profit are released on a monthly basis.

•

Points are then converted to Tokens, then fiat currency and distributed through Funraise.io off of the blockchain.

•

As the ReChain Platform adds and learns from the Non-Profits profiles, Users will be recommended Non-Profits
based on their cause preferences and location.

•

A dashboard shows the donation history (points, date, and where they were earned), amount donated in USD,
next donation date, and donation reports.

In Phase 2 of the ReChain platform, Non-Profits will have the ability to run targeted campaigns, similar to a
Brands’ Project Based Campaign purchase option. They will be able to run filters on:
•

Upcoming, Current, and Past Campaigns created and executed

•

Current and potential ROI

•

How many points it bought

•

Favorite Campaigns

•

Ability to Compare Campaigns against other types of Non-Profits

•

User Filters (types of demographic, psychographic and actions a Brand might want to use for User targeting)

•

Access Control Management (Owner, Member, User of Account - Add, Edit, Update, Remove Users, Account
Authorization)
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ERC-721
Charity gets points
donated for Users
earnings.

OVERVIEW

WIthin the customizable dashboard, Non-Profits would have access to reporting on:
Campaign reach and engagement

•

Which actions were completed and rewarded

•

How many Users redeemed Points

•

What users redeemed their points for

•

Total number and List of actions Users took to earn Points

In Phase 3 of the ReChain Platform, a Non-Profit will have full access to all Brand capabilities, allowing them to
perform the same targeting, campaign setup and reporting that Brands do.

SOLUTION

•

PEOPLE
PLAN

ReChain Integration Layer

AKNOWLEDGEMENTS

RECHAIN CORE
BLOCKCHAIN STACK

RECHAIN
INTEGRATION LAYER

DAPP BROWSER & HOSTING

OFF-CHAIN VERIFIED COMPU TATION

DAPP

OFF-CHAIN PRIVATE COMPUTATION

QUERY LAYER

IDENTITY LAYER - CIVIC, COMP.LY

INTERLEDGER PR OTOCOL (ILP)

FILE STORAGE

PAYMENT & STATE CHANNELS

3º PARTY
Integrations:

Charities - Additional Strategic 3º Parties

OFF-CHAIN SECURITY

OFF-CHAIN AI/ML

STATE TRANSITION MA CHINE

CONSENSUS

P2P LAYER
OFF-CHAIN DATABASE
INTERNET PROTOCOL (IP)
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The ReChain Framework is being created so that it can be used to easily integrate 3rd Parties into the ReChain
Ecosystem.

Brands and Publishers will easily be able to participate within the Rechain Ecosystem without changing their
current buying, behavior patterns and utilize the Blockchain without creating and implementing a solution
themselves.

•

This will allow the ReChain Ecosystem to scale quickly by making it easy to add Brands, Publishers and NonProfits to the platform.

•

This framework makes it simple to increase the number of Front-end clients (Mobile, Web, Chrome Extension,
Alexa, Google Home, and others) to maximize Rechain’s reach.

PLAN

API Integration Layer

PEOPLE

•

SOLUTION

There are several benefits to this approach:

OVERVIEW

ReChain Framework

The API Integration layer connects the off-chain and on-chain activities for the ReChain platform.

•

Publishers revenue share to users is based on ad revenue generated by the user and paid out in micropayments
considering the revenue share is a portion of the revenue earned through ad impressions which are calculated
on a cost per 1000 basis.

•

Functionally, this will be accumulated to a minimum number off-chain and then credited to the User who
earned the Points.

Some of the function for the Integration Framework consists of:
•

Conversion between 3rd Party Platforms and the ReChain Platform

•

Non-Profit Fund Distribution

•

Publisher Analytics:

•

•

Tracking headlines even as an article’s slot position moves around the page

•

Video Starts, Playrate, Engagement, and Ad Drop-off for sites and articles

•

User Interests

•

Predictive Audience Behaviors

•

Affinity: defining which Users engage with a particular type of content

•

Targeting: Ability to identify which Users maximize ROI for advertisers based on location, channel,
demographic, interest, and amount of data exposed.

•

Engagement and retention: Identifying which User segments are willing to continually interact with the
service and execute desired actions.

•

Editorial: which topics do Users want to see more content about

User Action Tracking which includes:
•

User’s sharing - via social, e-mail, blogs, etc.

•

Location of sharing - Instagram, Reddit, Steem, Telegram, etc.

•

Devices Used - Desktop, Laptop, Mobile, Tablet

•

Time of Behavior: will be a timestamped, immutable record.

•

Actions: Video Starts, Playrate, Engagement, and Ad Drop-off for site and articles

•

Identity Layer
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An example of how this will be applied is Publisher revenue share with users.

KYC (Know Your Customer)/AML (Anti-Money Laundering)

•

Secure Unique User Identity

•

Biometric Authentication

OVERVIEW

•

SOLUTION

Off-Chain Infrastructure

PEOPLE

Off-Chain Infrastructure will include items including computations, security, and traditional file will need to be
computed off-chain to ensure that the platform is as efficient as possible when creating on-chain transactions and
helps reduce on-chain fees.

Below is a partial list of items that will happen on the blockchain vs. off the blockchain:

OFF-CHAIN
Private Computation Layer for Publishers

Earn, Redeem, Donate ReChain Points

Traditional and AI Based Security

Initial ReChain Token Creation - Mint

Smart Contract Audits

Payment and State Layers

Traditional Database (SQL, NOSQL)
Infrastructure for Big Data and Analytics

Exchange from ReChain Token to Fiat Money For redemption, donations

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning on
Traditional Data, which include recommendation,
matching, reinforced learning, predictive and
regression analytics.
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning on
Publishers: Content, Articles, Topics, Stories
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Exchange from Rechain Token to ReChain Points

PLAN

ON-CHAIN

OVERVIEW

References & Definitions

SOLUTION

Definitions
“ERC-20 tokens are tokens designed and used solely on the Ethereum platform. They follow a list of standards so that
they can be shared, exchanged for other tokens, or transferred to a crypto-wallet.” (3)

“ERC-721 is a free, open standard that describes how to build non-fungible or unique tokens on the Ethereum
blockchain. While most tokens are fungible (every token is the same as every other token), ERC-721 tokens are all
unique. Think of them like rare, one-of-a-kind collectables.” (4)

“Thus, to burn a cryptocurrency, you send the cryptos to a verifiably unspendable address. By doing this, the cryptos
are taken out of circulation because they can’t be used anymore, ever. The address can’t be accessed and can’t be
used for trades.” (6)

Mint
“enable the owner to create new tokens” (8)
Token - “Fundamentally, a token is an IOU.” (7)

Fiat Money
“Fiat money is currency that a government has declared to be legal tender, but it is not backed by a physical
commodity.” (5)

Ethereum
“Ethereum is a decentralized network of computers with two basic functions.
They are: blockchain that can record transactions, and a virtual machine that can produce smart contracts.” (3)

Smart Contract
“Smart contracts are used to create ERC-20 tokens. They are also used to facilitate transactions of tokens, and record
balances of tokens in an account.” (3)

References
1.

The Bancor Foundation https://www.bancor.network/static/bancor_protocol_whitepaper_en.pdf

2.

Binance https://www.binance.com/resources/ico/Binance_WhitePaper_en.pdf

3.

William, M. (2018, August 13). ERC-20 Tokens, Explained. Retrieved September 26, 2018, from https://cointelegraph.
com/explained/erc-20-tokens-explained

4.

ERC-721. (n.d.). Retrieved September 26, 2018, from http://erc721.org/

5.

Radcliffe, B. (2018, August 04). Fiat Money. Retrieved from https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/fiatmoney.asp

6.

ZwanenburgAs, J. V. (2017, November 23). Why Burn Cryptocurrencies? Retrieved from https://www.
investinblockchain.com/why-burn-cryptocurrencies/

7.

Siegel, D. (2017, September 13). The Token Handbook – Hacker Noon. Retrieved from https://hackernoon.com/thetoken-handbook-a80244a6aacb
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Burn

PLAN

ERC-721

PEOPLE

ERC-20

OVERVIEW

PLAN

SOLUTION

Marketing Plan

The team is equipped, both directly and through
relationships, to execute marketing campaigns that
will effectively communicate our value proposition
and secure ReChain as a dominant player in the
loyalty and rewards space. ReChain will advertise
on relevant platforms and across several channels
to acquire the platform’s many user types (Users,
Brands, Publishers, and Non-Profits).
P.R. and communications will be handled both
internally and via 3rd parties, keeping our community
constantly updated about developments, initiatives,
and new partnerships.
Combining the reach of our confirmed partners,
deals in negotiation and overall marketing efforts,
we project more than 75mm potential users being
introduced, and incentivized, to adopt the ReChain
wallet in year one alone.

ROWL USERS
PARTNERSHIPS
NON-PROFITS
PAID CAMPAIGNS
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75MM+
REACH IN YEAR 1
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This isn’t just an important piece of our go-to-market strategy, but what will be our continuing efforts to increase
support for the platforms within the ReChain ecosystem and create more reasons for users to join. Leading up to the
launch of the ReChain platform, we expect to publicly announce partnerships that will support this effort, including
several of the companies below.

PLAN
PLAN

Maximizing both our relationships and platform strengths, we are forming key partnerships with brands, publishers,
non-profits and influencers to create the foundation of our user base.

PEOPLE

ReChain’s loyalty and rewards platform is the ultimate marketing tool, so it makes sense that we have built our own
user acquisition strategy around the experience and reach of our core team and, extensive advisor pool.

OVERVIEW

BUSINESS PLAN

PEOPLE
PLAN
PLAN

Revenue Opportunities

SOLUTION

ReChain provides a reward and establishes loyalty, but the heart of the
business is securely collecting, storing, and interpreting data so that brands
and publishers can deliver the most highly targeted offers to new and
existing customers. Although ReChain itself is revolutionary, the revenue
streams are typical, and will require no barrier to entry from our partners or
users.

AKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Platform Subscriptions
Brand and publisher partners will subscribe to a tiered campaign planning, research, reporting and analysis portal. This
transaction will be completed through fiat money.

Wallet Subscriptions
Will allow end user access to all the ReChain Wallet utilities.

Points Acquisitions
Brands and publishers will purchase ReChain Points to activate their campaigns. This transaction will be completed
through ReChain’s unique ERC 20 Token.		

Token Utility
As a blockchain-based platform, ReChain’s own Token has a purpose inside the ecosystem, and will be traded on open
exchanges. This transaction will be completed through ReChain’s unique ERC 721 Point.
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Transaction Fees
End users will pay a small transaction fee through the redemption or transfer of points.

SOLUTION

A La Carte SAAS Services

PEOPLE

One-off services offered leveraging the ReChain Wallet and ecosystem. This transaction will be completed through a
combination of fiat money, and ReChain’s unique ERC 20 Token & ERC 721 Point.

PLAN

TOKEN ECONOMICS

ReChain Token (RWD)
We will be issuing our token, called the ReChain Reward Token (RWD). A strict limit of 1BN will be minted, and that
number will never be increased.
RWD will run natively on the Ethereum blockchain as an ERC 20 (TOKEN), while the internal ERC 721 (POINT) will not be
available on exchanges.
We are making a maximum 300MM Tokens available to contributors in this offering.

Valuation
The initial ReChain offering will be valued at $0.12 US per RWD Token.
1 ReChain Token = 0.12 USD / (ETH/USD) Price (purchase time) based on CoinMarketcap.com Data.
1 ReChain Token = 0.12 USD / (BTC/USD) Price (purchase time) based on CoinMarketcap.com Data.
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ReChain is offering select accredited investors the opportunity to purchase
the ReChain Token prior to public launch in an effort to supplement funding
and establish the ReChain economy.
This event (STO) is a Regulation D (Rule 506) offering that will be treated as
a security token, with a clear utility within the ecosystem of driving rewards
points.

OVERVIEW

Security Token Offering (STO)

PEOPLE

Token Burn

AKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Vesting for Team
Team members will receive their tokens in three allotments:
30% upon close of initial STO
30% after the close of year one
40% after the close of year two

Token Distribution

Allocation of Funds
15%

10%

35%

Operations

30%

Platform
Development

Community

20%

15%

Strategic
Partnerships

Team &
Investors

15%

Company
Reserve

PLAN

Following the closing of the STO, and launch of the ReChain platform, ReChain will remove 25% of the RWD tokens
received through token utilization on our platform every quarter and burn them, until 25% of the initially available RWD
tokens have been destroyed.

Advisors

SOLUTION

The STO will be done in BTC and ETH, on multiple platforms around the
world.

30%

Startegic
Partnerships
& Marketing

30%

Marketing
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RECHAIN ROADMAP
2019

Q2

PHASE 2 - RECHAIN 1.0

Q3

PHASE 3 - RECHAIN 2.0

PEOPLE
PLAN

INFRASTRUCTURE

PHASE 1 - RECHAIN MVP

SOLUTION

Q1

NON-PROFITS
& CHARITIES

PUBLISHERS

BRANDS

END USERS
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SOLUTION

Our Founding Story
ReChain is a customer acquisition, engagement, and retention platform utilizing blockchain technology, to deliver
rewards the way a loyalty program should.

By re-engineering loyalty programs to address acquisition and engagement, while focusing on rewarding Users for a full
spectrum of behaviors, including sharing data, ReChain will create the first true loyalty and rewards ecosystem - one
that could have impact on every level of society, and well as commerce.

Core Team

Gregory Butler
(CEO & CO-FOUNDER)

Gregory Butler is the CEO of ReChain, with 13+ years of experience building, expanding, and exiting successful technology
companies.
Beginning in 2005, Gregory built PCAudioLabs from a one-room operation into a world-renowned provider of audio-centric
computers. Distribution for the company exceeded 250 retail outlets nationwide and in Europe, and achieved double-digit
YOY revenue growth. The company’s first product line (the Rok Box) earned the first computer nomination for the TEC Award
since Apple’s nomination in 1988. Company partnerships included Microsoft, Intel, AMD, and more.
Following his successful exit with PCAudioLabs, Gregory was hired by Harman Music Group to rebuild the Lexicon brand at
a time when revenue was dropping by double digits, year-over-year. After generating and leading a three-year business plan
and product/technology roadmap, the brand returned to double-digit increases in annual revenue. Gregory’s digital strategy
doubled all key web metrics, leading to a fully functional eCommerce platform.
In 2015, Gregory went on to become the Global Managing Director of WholeWorldBand, an international company with
locations in California and Ireland. In addition to managing a multinational organizational structure, and securing several
million dollars in financing, Gregory led the marketing and product strategies for the company and negotiated partnerships
with Ryan Seacrest Productions, Atlantic Records, and Vh1 Save The Music. WholeWorldBand’s user base expanded into
multiple countries, including Brazil, Mexico, and Russia, with the average time a user spent on the app increasing 14X.
Gregory has worked on multiple Grammy-nominated albums and Emmy-winning TV shows, as well as Executive Producing
Series for the CW and A&E Networks.
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Our CEO Gregory looked at the advantages presented by blockchain technology and a tokenized model when applied
to rewards, and built a team and advisory group that could both vet the approach internally, and enhance the offering
externally through their deep knowledge and relationships.

PLAN

ReChain will solve the industry problems with one digital wallet and one point system, providing a secure ecosystem
for Users and Brands to connect and create value for each other. Users will be able to safely share data and allow
brands and publishers to give them offers and rewards they really want.

PEOPLE

Rechain will achieve this by applying the latest technology to the most pressing needs of the Users, and the corporate
partners.

OVERVIEW

(CTO)

She has also founded 2 companies: TechGenii, Inc., a digital strategy company; and Wilderforex.com, a Forex Software
company.

With degrees from the University of Chicago New Entrepreneurs Program, an MSCS from West Coast University, and
a BACS from University of California, Berkeley, Barbara currently services on the advisory board of the MIND Institute,
MindMusic, and Yummy Society, and is an active advisor and EIR at the Bixel Exchange. She is also a mentor for
Springboard Enterprises, Stubbs Alderton PreCellerator, and MakeInLA.

Michael Portera

(EVP, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT)
Michael Portera is the Executive Vice President of ReChain, with over 30 years’ experience in the financial services and
emerging technology financing spaces.
Shortly after graduating from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, Mr. Portera joined the Big 4
Accounting and Consulting firm, Deloitte & Touche, in New York City. While at Deloitte, Mr. Portera served some of
Deloitte’s most high profile clients, interacting with key executives and gaining valuable relationship-building skills in
the process.
After earning his CPA, Mr. Portera moved to Wall Street where he spent the next 17 years working as a financial advisor
to high net worth and ultra-high net worth individuals at various investment firms. During his time at Drexel Burnham
Lambert, UBS and throughout his career, Mr. Portera developed long-term business relationships with Fortune 500
CEOs, Forbes 400 members and other ultra-high-net-worth individuals and institutions that resulted in his leading
capital raises that aggregated over half a billion dollars for emerging technology companies. Mr. Portera’s proven skill
set includes the ability to build trust and camaraderie very early on in relationships, particularly with executives at the
highest levels of business.
Seeing the vast potential for mobile communications and social media to impact global commerce, Mr. Portera joined
Rowl, Inc. as their first employee and Director of Business Development. He has played an absolutely critical role in
the overall development and growth of the company.
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In addition to her experience as a CTO, Barbara also has also spent 4+ years preparing and evaluating companies
for private equity and venture capital financing. She is the founder of PCNLA, an investment association, connecting
Southern California businesses with venture funding. Successes include raising $15MM in funding for Rififi—a film,
game, and digital studio. She is also an active speaker on venture capital, business strategy, fundraising trends, digital
strategy, big data, and more.

PLAN

Barbara is the CTO of Trailyn Ventures, an Advance Tech and Blockchain Advisory Firm, providing strategic advice
and technical execution for companies incorporating Blockchain and/or Artificial Intelligence into their products and
workflows. Previously she was the Director of Engineering for Flexeye where she architected, designed and coded the
2014 Gartner Cool Vendor Award-Winning REST API for their IoT platform. Other companies Barbara has worked for
include: Thinque Systems, RAND, Network Associates, St. Jude Medical, Xerox, and US Robotics.

PEOPLE

Barbara Bickham is the CTO of ReChain, having over 25+ years of experience in technologies ranging from IoT,
Blockchain, Augmented Reality, and Artificial Intelligence.

SOLUTION

Barbara Bickham

OVERVIEW
PLAN

He’s grown a nutraceutical company to $18M in sales and $100M valuation; took a software company public that flew
to a $300M valuation before being sold to McAfee; launched a health-related multimedia company who’s offerings
attracted a large Hollywood following including many A-list celebrities; among other accomplishments.

PEOPLE

Bill Glaser is the Chairman of the Board for ReChain, with 25+ years of experience as a serial entrepreneur, financier,
and investor. Bill Glaser has raised more than $200M in funding, including over $40M for companies he’s founded. He’s
attracted some of the world’s most pre-eminent investors, billionaires, and business minds to invest and serve as
advisors to his companies, including a Pandora founder, Forbes 400 billionaire, NASDAQ 100 CEO, Airforce Chief of Staff,
and well-known investors like Gary Vaynerchuk.

SOLUTION

Bill Glaser

(CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD)

Bill began his career as a financial advisor at Drexel Burnham and Smith Barney and then migrated to Investment
Banking and was involved in taking several companies public. Bill later founded his own

1. Brian D. Evans (US)
Inc. 500 Entrepreneur. Founder of one of the Fastest-Growing Private Companies in America. #7 Marketing Influencer on
Forbes. #4 Most Influential Business Journalist. Top 10 Digital Marketer. Blockchain Influencer of the Year 2018.

2. C. Edward Carter (US)
Former Head of Investment Banking at Banc of America Securities, where he maintained a $25 billion loan portfolio,
and served as the internal lead on Amazon’s IPO.

3. Lou Kerner (US)
A renowned technology financial analyst for Wedbush, Merrill Lynch and others, Lou is the founder of CryptoOracle.io,
a venture capital group supporting the emerging global decentralized digital economy. Regularly featured on CNBC and
Bloomberg.

4. Ilya Pozin (US)
An Inc ‘30 under 30’ entrepreneur, Ilya is also the Co-founder and Chief Growth Officer of Pluto TV, the streaming
service that has raised more than $50 million with investments from Samsung, US Venture Partners and Scripps
Network Interactive.

5. Jerry Quindlen (US)
A graduate of the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of Business, Jerry is the former CEO and President of
Logitech, a NASDAQ 100 company.

6. Justin Wheeler (US)
Founder and CEO of Funraise, the largest digital software management and fundraising platform for Non-Profit
organizations, representing over 500 NGO’s in the US.
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Advisory Team

Steve is the Co-founder of Union Street Advisors (“USA”), where he consults many leading brands, including DSW,
Warner Bros and Marriott, on their rewards programs. Prior to USA., Steve led the Co-branded credit card division of
JPMorgan Chase.

OVERVIEW

7. Steve Fox (US)

8. Mickey Schlesinger (US)
SOLUTION

Veteran of the loyalty technology space, both as an investor and operator with many startups, including Lootsie,
Retention Logic and Feather Tech. Mickey has worked with industry giants, like Dreamworks, Coca-Cola, and Warner
Bros, helping them shape digital loyalty.

9. David Stillman (US)
PEOPLE

Bestselling author and founder of GenZGuru. David has appeared on/been featured in CNN, CNBC, Today Show, NYT,
WSJ and many more. Diane Sawyer from ABC said it best; “David will help you see the world through the eyes of a
different generation.”

10. Alexander Shulgin (RU)
PLAN

Partner at iTech Capital Fund, which is major stakeholder of such leading companies as BitFury, dotBlockchainMedia,
Clickky, Ticketland, AviaSales, QIWI post, SeoPult Group, Garpun, MFM Solution and others. Based in Russia.

11. Kathy Mandato (US)

12. Scott Walker (US)
A graduate of USC’s Marshall School of Business, Scott has led several start ups to successful exits, with a primary
focus on finance and content.

13. Dr. David Washington (US)
A graduate of Yale and Harvard, with a background in law and psychology, David served in the Obama administration,
and has helped Lady GaGa, John Legend and Alicia Keys establish their nonprofit organizations though his firm
Partnerships for Purpose.

14. Mark Bardsley-Smith (AU)
Mark is a cryptocurrency investor, financial analyst and trader focused on technology and finance, who previously
served as an analyst and trader for multi-billion dollar algorithmic asset manager, Boronia Capital.

15. Justin ‘JC’ Coghlan (GB)
Co-Founder of Movember, the largest male-focused health Non-Profit in the world, which has raised over one-billion
dollars since its inception.

16. Eric Weinberger (US)
Eric served at NFL Network as the first Executive Producer, as well as Fox Sports. He most recently ran Bill Simmons
Media Group, leading his digital efforts and HBO productions.

17. Chris Donohue (US)
Vice President of Strategic Partnerships for See Tickets, the ticketing arm of Vivendi. Prior to See TIckets, Chris led
Brick and Mortar, a tech curation company focused on innovation in music, as well as serving in management for bands
such as Weezer and All American Rejects.

18. Sulinna Ong (GB)
Global Vice President of Artist Marketing for music streaming service, Deezer, the French-based company with 14
million monthly users. Prior to Deezer, Sulinna worked in artist management and marketing at Live Nation and Sony.

19. Josh Levenbrown (US)
Vice President at APA, one of the largest diversified talent agencies in the world, and cryptocurrency investor.

20. Sami Rusani (US)
Serial entrepreneur and consultant, with clients including Universal Music, Sony, Mercedes, Fender, Fashion Nova, Dollar
Beard Club, Telia, and many more. Co-founder of Shipchain, which raised $30mm through its ICO.
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Kathy currently serves as an HR advisor to Peter Diamondis’ Xprize, and is formerly the head of HR at Snap Inc, and EVP
of HR at NBCUniversal, where she reported directly to Robert Greenblatt.
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LEGAL
The goal of this presentation is to present summary information regarding ReChain, Inc. (“ReChain” or the “Company”).

This presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or necessarily to contain all the information that an interested
party might desire in investigating the Company and any recipient hereof should conduct its own investigation and
analysis and should consult such person’s own professional advisors. Neither the recipient nor its directors, officers,
employees, agents, advisors and affiliates may use the information contained in this document in any manner
whatsoever, in whole or in part, other than in connection with evaluating the Company. This document may contain
material non-public information concerning the Company and/or its affiliates’ securities. The recipient and its directors,
officers, employees, agents, advisors and affiliates must only use such information in accordance the Company’s
policies and procedures, contractual obligations and applicable laws and regulations. Some or all of the information
contained herein is or may be price sensitive information and the use of such information may be regulated or
prohibited by applicable legislation relating to insider dealing.
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Some of the statements, calculations, and financial indicators in this presentation are projected preliminary
information. They can be based on known and unknown risk factors and uncertainties, as a result of which actual
circumstances and results may differ significantly from the following calculations and results, directly or indirectly
provided for by such preliminary forecasts. These statements are forward-looking and are subject to risks and
uncertainties, so actual results may vary materially. You can identify these forward-looking statements by words
such as “may,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “intend,” “plan” and other similar expressions.
Our actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking statements as a result of
certain factors not within the control of the company. The Company cautions readers not to place undue reliance on
any such forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date made. The Company disclaims any obligation
subsequently to revise any forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of such
statements or to reflect the occurrence of anticipated or unanticipated events.

PLAN

This document and the information contained herein do not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer
to buy any security, commodity or instrument or related derivative, nor do they constitute an offer or commitment to
lend, syndicate or arrange a financing, underwrite or purchase or act as an agent or advisor or in any other capacity
with respect to any transaction, or commit capital, or to participate in any trading strategies, and do not constitute
legal, regulatory, accounting or tax advice to the recipient. This document does not constitute and should not be
considered as any form of financial opinion or recommendation by the Company or any of its affiliates. This document
is not a research report and was not prepared by the research department of the Company or any of its affiliates.

PEOPLE

No money or other consideration is being solicited at this time via this presentation or any other communication and, if
sent to ReChain will not be accepted will be promptly returned. A subscription for our securities will be made pursuant
to a Subscription Agreement to be entered into between the subscriber and the Company, and any subscription will
only be accepted, at the Company’s discretion, following the Company’s review of the Subscription Agreement and any
related documentation. Any indications of interest in ReChain’s offering involves no obligation or commitment of any
kind. ReChain may choose to make an offering to some, but not all, of the people who indicate an interest in investing,
and that offering may or may not be made under Regulation D under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.

SOLUTION

The information provided in this document is not exhaustive and does not imply contractual obligations. Its purpose is
to provide summary information regarding the Company.

